1. Introduction. In informal mathematical usage, a "universal" machine is a Turing machine M which can, in some reasonable sense, duplicate the behavior of any Turing machine Z. It is natural (see [l, p. 167] ) to make this informal usage somewhat more precise as follows. A Turing machine M is "universal" if there is a uniform effective procedure for going from a description of any Turing machine Z and of any input (i.e., initial instantaneous description) a to an input ß such that the computation of M with input ß and the computation of Z with input a yield identical results.
This informal usage is made precise by Davis in [2] . In the present paper, we formulate a notion of "universal" for partial recursive functions that is (i) closely related to Davis's definition for machines and (ii) easily shown to be recursively invariant (Theorem 1). Our chief result (Theorem 2) shows that the class of universal partial functions has a certain further natural property. As will be seen, this result raises an open problem of some interest.
2. Notation. N is the set of non-negative integers. A partial function oí k variables is a (& + l)-ary relation (i.e., a subset of Nk+1) which, as a subset of NkXN, is a single-valued mapping. A total function of k variables is a partial function whose domain is Nk. $, <p, n, • • • denote partial functions. /, g, h, • • • denote total functions. Functions are of one variable unless otherwise indicated. We write (x, y)E<t> as 4>ix) =y. <f>ix) is defined if <£(x) =y for some y. ipix)Ç^<f>ix) signifies that, for each x in N, ^ix) and <£(x) are either defined and equal or are both undefined. <bz is the partial function computed by the Turing machine with Gödel number z (for simplicity, we assume a Gödel numbering onto N). If \f/ and <j> are partial functions, the composition \p<b is {ix, y)\ for some z, <bix) = z and ^(z) =y} ; similarly for partial functions of more than one variable.
3. Recursive invariance arid resemblance. Consider 9= [f\f is a recursive, one-one, onto function}. 9 forms a group under composition, the group of recursive permutations, fe-ary relations R and S are recursively isomorphic if there is an/ in 9 such that 5=/(i2), where For any R, {f(R)\fE<3} forms the isomorphism type of R. (As has been occasionally remarked, the theory of general recursive functions can be viewed as the study of recursively invariant properties.) It follows immediately that two partial functions \¡/ and r¡ are recursively isomorphic if and only if T) = g~l4>g for some g£Q.
A natural "and somewhat looser criterion of structural similarity for partial functions can be defined as follows.
Definition.
\¡/ resembles tj if T] = g~h¡/h for some g, A£g. Resemblance is an equivalence relation. We refer to its equivalence classes as resemblance types.
Universal functions.
^ is a universal function if \p is partial recursive and there exists a recursive total / of two variables such that for all z and x, <¡>z(x)^pf(z, x). (We then say that \p is universal via f.) Remark 1. In [l], Davis defines a Turing machine M to be "universal" if, for every Turing machine Z, the halting problem for Z is many-one reducible to the halting problem for M (i.e., if the halting problem for M is many-one complete). In [2], Davis modifies this definition and defines a Turing machine M to be universal if there exists an effective coding g from output tapes to integers and an effective coding p from pairs of integers to input tapes such that <bz(x)=g$Mp(z, x) where $m is the (partial) mapping from input tapes to output tapes determined by M.
Davis's first definition for machines suggests the definition for functions: \j/ is universal(l) if i/' is partial recursive and {3C|i^(ac) is defined} is many-one complete. Davis's second definition for machines suggests the definition for functions: \p is universal(ll) if \p is partial recursive and there exist recursive functions g and / such that <bt(x)=gipf(z, x). If we further require, in Davis's second definition for machines, that g be one-one (as the "coding" motivation suggests) we are led to the definition for functions: \p is universal(lll) if \p is partial recursive and there exist a recursive function / and a recursive permutation g such that<£2(#)=gi/'/(z, x). It follows from Theorem 1, below, that: \¡/ is universal (111)4=*^ is universal. Though narrower than universal(l) ({(x, 0}\<px(x) is defined} is an example of a partial function which is universal(I) but not universal(II)), universal(ll) is broader than universal(lll), since partial functions which are uni-versal(II) can be constructed with either recursive or nonrecursive ranges, while by Theorem 2 below, every \p which is universalilll) must have range N.
5. Results. Theorem 1. If-pis universal and g and h are recursive permutations, then y = g~hph is universal (i.e., the property of being universal is invariant under resemblance).
Proof. Let \[/ be universal and g, hEQ. Take/ such that &(*) S */(*, «). Corollary. 7/ ^ is universal and g is a recursive permutation, then g~hf/g is universal (i.e., the property of being universal is recursively invariant).
Corollary.
If \p is universal and g is a recursive permutation, then gp is universal. Do the universal functions constitute a single resemblance type? Theorem 2 uses techniques from [3 ] to answer this question affirmatively. By the properties of p,f maps N2 one-one into N, and yp is universal via/'. This proves Lemma 1.
Proof of Lemma 2. By Lemma 1, we can assume that ip is universal via an /' that is one-one.
By standard methods, construct a recursive h of two variables with the properties that for all z, h and 22, 
